
NOTE OF SRA VIRTUAL OPEN MEETING – 9 NOVEMBER 2020 

Issues Raised and Action to Follow  

 

Introductions 

SRA Chair Mark Dempsey welcomed everyone to this first Virtual Open 

Meeting organised by the Shortlands Residents’ Association, introduced 

Councillors Mary Cooke and Aisha Cuthbert (from Shortlands Ward) and Nicky 

Dykes (from Bromley Town Ward), and set out the plan for the meeting. 

He flagged up the Boundary Commission decision, following consultation, to 

expand the borders of Shortlands Ward to include Shortlands Village and 

nearby roads (including the Golf Club). The new ‘Shortlands and Park Langley 

Ward’ would come into effect from the Local London Elections in 2022 and will 

from then have three Councillors, rather than two, representing it. 

He outlined the Shortlands Village Conservation Area consultation and why the 

SRA and Ravensbourne Valley Residents (RVR) supported it as a way of 

preserving the unique nature of the Village. 

SRA Development Officer Danny Miller then outlined the Government’s latest 

proposals for relaxing existing planning laws, which he felt, and others agreed, 

could be very harmful. 

Issues raised/brought to the SRA’s attention 

1. White bricks being placed in front of some houses in a number of 

Shortlands Roads over the previous five days. Police were still looking 

into why anyone should do this – could they be used to alert thieves to 

houses to burgle or cars to break into…or is it just a prank? 

Action…PCSO Adam Charles to advise SRA (Mike Ricketts) if he learns 

why these bricks are being left as they are. 

2. Stench pipes – Many of the stench pipes around Shortlands (eg on the 

corner of Mays Hill Road and Shortlands Road) are in a dreadful 

condition with paint peeling off everywhere. They look very unsightly. 

During discussions it was learnt that they were the responsibility of 

Thames Water. 

Action…Clare Andrews will pursue the problem with the official in 

Thames Water named by Brian Cooke. 



3. Christmas Lights in Shortlands Village – SRA has supported the funding 

of these lights for the last four years together with local shops in the 

Village. Responsibility for raising the funds annually needed to pay for 

the maintenance and erecting/dismantling of the lights seems to have 

shifted this year from Phil Epsom (of Kent Fireplace) to Dee in Shortlands 

Station. But it was not clear how this year’s collection of funds would 

work or whether there was a contract with the lights company. 

Action…Mark Dempsey to check with Mr Epsom about previous 

contributors and if a contract existed. Then, depending on the outcome 

of these enquiries, Clare Andrews and Mike Ricketts (SRA) will aim to 

institute the collection in collaboration with Dee, though this will be 

complicated by the fact that most Village shops are shut due to COVID 

Lockdown 2. 

4. Road Safety Concerns in Queensmead and Station Road – Local concerns 

were raised about traffic speeding along Queensmead and Station Road 

between Bromley Town Centre and Shortlands Station junction. There 

had been discussion about closing up this road completely or in part. 

There were also issues of traffic driving on to the pavement in Station 

Road endangering pedestrians and cyclists rather than waiting for 

oncoming traffic to clear the bottleneck in the narrowest stretch of the 

road. Issue of crossing Station Road at its junction with Beckenham Lane 

raised again. 

Action…Cllr Dykes to follow up and update the SRA when any 

conclusions are reached on future action by the Council. 

5. Dealing with Traders’ Rubbish in the Village – With Shortlands Village 

looking to become a Conservation Area, there were serious concerns 

about the way certain shops (grocers) left their rubbish and empty 

pallets on the pavement/forecourts in front of their facades, making the 

Village high street look very untidy. SRA and RVR had raised this with the 

shopkeepers and Cllr Dykes had also become involved and was liaising 

with LBB Shortlands Ward Neighbourhood Officer, Luke Hughes. The 

shops seem to be taking notice and things look much tidier. 

Action…SRA to keep watch that the shops do not slip back into bad 

habits and await any further feedback from Cllr Dykes. 

6. Possible introduction of an alcohol ban for green spaces such as 

Queensmead following some bad public behaviour over the Summer. 

Action…A LBB consultation is under way about this.  



7. The Shortlands sign under the Shortlands Railway Bridge – is beginning 

to look very discoloured as a result of water leaking down from the 

bridge above. The Council had paid for the wall beneath the painting to 

be cleaned before it had been done. Not a good advert for the Village or 

Shortlands more generally. 

Action…Cllr Dykes to raise with Council Neighbourhood Officer Luke 

Hughes to see if anything can be done. 

8. Little Cherubs Nursery in Shortlands Road has applied through the 

Council for planning permission to expand its numbers (not for the first 

time!). Though the Council has rejected their latest proposals, the 

owners have lodged an appeal and a decision is awaited. 

9. Low fencing bordering the path through Kingswood Glen has been 

broken down and could be dangerous given the depth of the water in at 

least one of the ponds in the Glen.  

Action…Cllr Cooke agreed to see what could be done. 

 

Conclusion 

Mark Dempsey expressed the hope that this first Virtual Open Meeting 

had been useful and interesting and, before he closed wishing everyone 

to ‘Stay Safe’ (at 8.35pm), he asked if any of those attending would like 

to send him their thoughts as to how the event had gone and ideas for 

future such Open Meetings. 

 

 

 

 


